


THOUGHT OF THE DAY



STUDENT’S CORNER



WORD OF THE DAY

EXPATRIATE

(NOUN): (प्रवासी): emigrant

Synonyms: non-native, émigré

Antonyms: native, national

Example Sentence:

American expatriates now live in

London.



WORD OF THE DAY IMAGE





1. Find the error in one of the following

fragments/parts.

A. Russia, under President Vladimir Putin, is well

aware of the shifting

B. global economic balance of power in favour of

Asia,

C. and understands that economic integration with

this region is the key

D. to Russia’s successful long-term economic

growth and geopolitical cloud.

E. No error

Correct Option: D

Fragment D has an error with respect to the word

cloud which renders the statement meaningless. The

correct word would be clout which means

influence/power.



2. Find the error in one of the following

fragments/parts.

A. The Central Water Commission was set up in 1945

B. and has for then continued to function

unreformed,

C. presiding over a development paradigm based

D. on command-and-control over the rivers of India.

E. No error

Correct Option: B

Fragment B is erroneous due to use of for instead of

since.



3. Find the error in one of the following fragments/parts.

A. India’s focus must be on strengthening public health

systems

B. at all levels by investing in better infrastructure as well

as human resources

C. and on the same time, progress also needs to be made

D. on the regulation of the ever-growing private sector.

E. No error
Correct Option: C

Fragment C is erroneous due to usage of on instead

of at. The correct phrase is at the same time which

means simultaneously.



4. Find the error in one of the following fragments/parts.

A. NOTA, a choice of negative voting, is based on the

B. principle that the spirit of democracy is upheld by giving

C. citizens a platform to voice their dissent while

D. simultaneously participating in the electoral process.

E. No error

Correct Option: E



5. Find the error in one of the following

fragments/parts.

A. When a government fails to reassure

B. a life with dignity for the sick and

C. the elderly, it loses all moral authority to

D. deny people the right to a dignified death

E. No error
Correct Option: A

Fragment A has an error due to the word reassure.

Reassure means to comfort someone while here the

statement talks about providing a dignified life. The

correct word would be ensure which means to make

sure.



PHRASE REPLACEMENT



6. People discovered the alternate sources of

energy when fossil fuel reserves starts to

deplete.

(1) Start to deplete

(2) Starting to deplete

(3) Started to deplete

(4) Start with deplete

(5) No correction required

(3) Started to deplete



7. The researchers found that children with

lung disease are at increase risk for

developing a second type of pneumonia.

(1) were at increased risk

(2) is increasingly risking

(3) is increased risky

(4) are increasingly risky

(5) No correction required

(1) were at increased risk



8. Alarm to declining marriage figures and

increasing divorce rates, the government

has come up with a novel way to tackle the

issue.

(1) Alarmingly on

(2) Alarming as

(3) Alarms with

(4) Alarmed by

(5) No correction required
(4) Alarmed by



9. Although complete treatment of cancer is

beyond the reach of the underprivileged but

no child should lose his life for want of

funds.

(1) Though

(2) As

(3) The

(4) Since

(5) No correction required
(5) No correction required



10. A lot of time we hear from actors that

they regret the kind of roles they have

been doing all this while, but this actor

says he has never any regrets.

(1) never has have

(2) have never had

(3) has no

(4) has had

(5) No correction required
(3) has no



FILL IN THE BLANKS



11. Canada does not require that US citizens obtain

passports to enter the country and ________

A. Mexico does neither

B. Mexico doesn’t either

C. neither Mexico does

D. either does Mexico

E. None of these

B. Mexico doesn’t either



12. The airline was unable to give us a reason

for the ______________ departure delay.

A. indivisible

B. invincible

C. invisible

D. inexplicable

E. None of these

D. inexplicable



13. The chairman as well as the members

________ to blame for this misfortune.

A. are

B. were

C. is

D. Has

E. None of these

C. is



14. The company refunded the customer's money

in _______________ with the laws.

A. according

B. accordingly

C. accordance

D. Accord

E. None of these

C. accordance



15. The Centre would finalize a new set of

regulations to _____ the misuse of internet.

A. Check

B. Correction

C. Change

D. Result

E. Moved

A. Check



SPELLING ERRORS



16. Ramesh spiled (A) / juice all over Raj’s new

(B) / clothes and did not even care (C) / to

apologise. (D) / All correct (E)

A. spiled

B. new

C. care

D. apologise

E. All correct

Correct Option: A

The correct spelling is ‘spilled’.



17. Ravi met (A) / with an accidant (B) /

and broke (C) / his leg the day he

bought (D) / his new car. All correct (E)

A. met

B. accidant

C. broke

D. bought

E. All correct

Correct Option: B

The correct spelling is ‘accident’.



18. Daisy loved (A) / children and so she

would distrebute (B) / sweets in an

orphanage (C) / on her birthday. (D)

/ All correct (E)

A. loved

B. distrebute

C. orphanage

D. birthday

E. All correct Correct Option: B

The correct spelling is ‘distribute’.



19. All the competitors (A) / completed

(B) / the race, (C) / with just one

exeption. (D) / All correct (E)

A. competitors

B. completed

C. race

D. exeption

E. All Correct

Correct Option: D

The correct spelling is ‘exception’.



20. The player was arrestted (A) / for kicking

(B) / and punching (C) / a driver outside a

fast-food outlet (D) / in the city. All

correct (E)

A. arrestted

B. kicking

C. punching

D. outlet

E. All correct
Correct Option: A

The correct spelling is ‘arrested’.





HOME WORK ANSWER




